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Chapter

Mobile Distributed User Interfaces
Erika Hernández-Rubio, Amilcar Meneses-Viveros  

and Sonia G. Mendoza-Chapa

Abstract

The success of a mobile application is due to the usability that the graphical 
user interface provides. A feature of mobile devices is the limited space for the 
interaction and the deployment of the graphical user interface. For this reason, 
user interfaces can have different interaction modalities. However, to work with 
information that can be complex to display, the use of modalities may not solve this 
problem. A possible alternative to provide more workspace to the users is through 
a distributed user interface (DUI). A mobile DUI allows the mobile applications to 
use two or more devices to execute the user interface. These devices can be Smart 
TVs or wearable such as smart watches. In this work the concepts of mobile DUI 
design are discussed, some use cases are presented and it is shown that its develop-
ment in mobile devices is feasible.

Keywords: distributed user interfaces, mobile application, mobile devices,  
plasticity

1. Introduction

In the last years the use of mobile devices has increased. The success of mobile 
devices is due, among other factors, to its moderate cost, the variety of applica-
tions that allow being connected to the Internet, and the ease of use for many of 
its applications [1, 2]. The usability of the applications of the mobile devices is the 
main characteristic for the acceptance of the users [2]. This implies that the applica-
tions are intuitive and easy to use. To achieve this, researchers and developers have 
proposed design guides, patterns and templates to achieve applications with good 
features and easy to use. In addition, due to the diversity of sensors that mobile 
devices have, they can have different interaction modes and gestures that are used 
to control applications [3, 4].

Despite all the innovative technological elements for a pleasant user experience 
presented by mobile devices, for the user they have the restriction of the size of the 
screen, which reduces their area of work. The range of displays for smartphones is 
between 4 and 7 inches [5]. The sizes of the tablets are between 7 and 18 inches. And 
the range for smartwatches is between 1.2 and 2 inches. While there are mobile devices 
with screens larger than 13 inches, most of these devices are below 10 inches [5].

To get the most out of the work area offered by most mobile devices it is needed 
to take advantage of the work areas of the different mobile devices that the user has, 
depending on the context in which the user is. To achieve this, it is possible to design 
applications for mobile devices that can work with DUIs. That is, an application takes 
advantage other mobile devices carried by the user or other devices such as Smart TV 
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in the area where it is located. Another problem in DUIs design is the quality in order 
to guarantee the usability and functionality of applications that use DUIs [3].

User interfaces have a time component that allows establishing whether the 
adaptability of their elements will be done dynamically or statically. Dynamic 
adaptability refers to the changes that the graphical interface makes when the appli-
cation detects a change of context. Static adaptability is established when the user 
chooses how the graphical interface will adapt before doing a task or when starting 
a session. Therefore, several researches have developed concepts such as DUI and 
plasticity of user interfaces.

In this work we present concepts of DUIs, plasticity, and mobile computing to estab-
lish the specific restrictions for DUIs of mobile applications, and to discuss how the 
plasticity concepts of user interfaces complement the handling of these restrictions to 
establish the concept of mobile DUI. We present the design methods that have appeared 
in the literature and emphasize that both are complementary to a mobile DUI design.

2. Mobile distributed user interfaces

A mobile DUI is a DUI that takes advantage of mobile devices, communication 
networks and context of use to distribute user interfaces to take advantage of the 
display restrictions of mobile devices. It should be clear the concepts of DUIs and 
the characteristics of mobile applications have a complete notion of mobile DUI.

The use of DUIs is very common in multimedia applications such as music 
players, video players, image galleries, video games, books or interactive learning 
materials, but there are still few applications that use it for purposes other than 
entertainment. DUIs can be used in educational contexts [6]and for assistance 
applications for disabled persons [6, 7]. Also DUIs are required to interaction with 
smart spaces [8–11].

One approach to understand the use of DUIs is in [2], where the authors discuss 
the evolution of trends of computing since main frames to ubiquitous computing 
(UC). With the arrival of UC, users interact with more computing devices that 
contain input and output elements. In this section we start with a discussion of the 
DUIs, then a discussion of the characteristics of the mobile applications, and finally 
a discussion is presented to define the concept of mobile DUI.

2.1 Distributed user interfaces

A user interface (UI) is the set of elements that allow the user to interact with 
computers. These elements can be categorized as input, output and data control. 
This definition involves all kinds of technology and interaction mechanisms.

Vanderdonckt [12] propose a transversal model to distribute the user interface 
across users, platforms and environments. In this model, the authors consider the 
triplet  C =  (U, P, E)  , where  U  is the user model,  P  is the platform model, and  E  is the 
environment model. Vanderdonckt considers these three elements the dimensions 
for UI distribution (Figure 1).

With this model it is possible to determine what elements of the UI would be distrib-
uted, to know the interaction modality that will be used when the elements are ported 

Figure 1. 
Transversal model of DUI.
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to target platform, to know the tasks that will be performed in a lapse of time, to know 
the domains involved in the distribution, and to know the platforms that participate in 
that distribution configuration.

A distributed user interface is a set of UIs that can be implemented in more than 
one device, or software platform. Some implementations consider the use of two 
or more devices simultaneously [7, 13]. By authors Penaver, Melchior and Gallud in 
several papers from 2011 to 2013 [14–17] we know that any single user interface can 
be cataloged as a distributed user interface if it has some characteristics like porta-
bility, fragmentation (also known as decomposition), simultaneity, and continuity. 
Being the first two characteristics the most important to satisfied the transforma-
tion of a user interface to a distributed one [14, 17, 18].

Portability. Means that a user interface can be completely or partially trans-
ferred in order to achieve a better user interaction.

Fragmentation. Any user interface can be fragmented, only if its different frag-
ments can be run independently without losing functionality.

Simultaneity. If a user interface can run in different, software or hardware, 
platforms and also can be managed at the same time, it means that the UI is a 
simultaneous system.

Continuity. This characteristic is reachable when a system element can be 
moved to another module. This element is also a part of our distributed user inter-
face, but always preserving its state.

From 2011 to 2013 several authors make some definitions [14–18] to formulate 
the DUI abstract model that allows developers to arrive at an implementation 
model. In this model, the elements of interaction (input, output and control), 
functionality, target, user interface, portability, decomposability, sub-user inter-
faces, platform, distributed user interfaces, simultaneity, requirements function 
and concurrency restriction stand out.

2.1.1 Definitions

In [7–9], the authors present a mathematical formalization of the DUI to obtain 
the properties of portability, fragmentation, simulation and continuity. This 
formalization is based on the next definitions:

Interaction element: An interaction element  e ∉ E  is an element that allows a 
user  u  to make an interaction in a platform  p . An element can be an input element, 
an output element or a control element.

Functionality: Two interactions elements   e  1  ,  e  2   ∉ E  have the same functionality 
if a user performs the same action using them.

Target: A subset of elements   E  0   ⊂ E  have the same target if  ∀  e  i   ∈  E  0    a user gets 
an action of a target task using the element functionality.

User interface: An User Interface   S  0   (I)   is a set of elements that have the same 
target. From [14, 15], a User Interface is defined by a set of interaction elements that 
can perform a task in a specific context.

Platform: An interaction element  e ∉ E  exists in a platform  p ∉ P  if  e  is sup-
ported, implemented or executed on  p . Furthermore, a user interface  I  is supported 
in  p  if  ∀ e ∉ I , then a user  u  can perform an interaction using  e  on  p .

User subinterface: Let  I  be a graphical interface that allows a user  u  to reach a 
target  T  on a platform  p ∉ P . If the target reached is a subtarget of T, then the set of 
elements that is associated with the subtarget form a graphic subinterface.

Distributed user interface: A distributed user interface  DI ∈ DUI  is defined as 
a user interface which has been fragmented and ported. DUI is a set of interaction 
elements that come from a set of subinterfaces.
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State of user interface: The state  S (I)   of a user interface  I  is defined as the set of 
values or modes associated to the interaction elements and target in a user interface 
after the user has reached a target associated with  I . Every user interface   I  i    has an 
initial state   S  0   (I)   that changes when an element of  I  is used to make an interaction  
of  u  with  p .

State of distributed user interface: The state of a distributed user interface  
 S (DI)  =  (S ( I  1  ) , … , S ( I  n  ) )   is a n-tupla where each element is the state of the user 
interface   I  i    that makes up the DUI.

With these definitions it is possible to have a formal description of the character-
istics for distributed user interfaces such as portability, fragmentation, simultaneity 
and continuity. These characteristics are very important for working with distrib-
uted user interfaces. Villanueva et al. [3] propose the use of these characteristics as 
metrics to determine the quality of DUIs.

2.2 Mobile applications

A mobile application is an application that runs following the mobile computing 
paradigm. In this paradigm, the application’s view layer runs on a mobile device, and 
the business and storage layers may or may not be on or off the device. In addition, the 
device must have the ability to be always connected (anywhere at any time) taking 
advantage of the different infrastructures of communication networks and also must 
consider the mobility of the user [19]. Mobileness means that the use of an application 
is always under an environment with constant changes, so the application must be 
able to adapt to changes in the context to remain functional and usable to the end user.

A mobile application is a computer mobile software designed to perform a task 
or to provide a user experience. The mobile software development presents some 
special requirements [20]:

Interaction with other applications: most of the mobile devices have many appli-
cations from different sources. New applications should be able to interact with the 
installed applications.

Sensor handling: the applications must be able to use the device sensors in order 
to improve user experience.

Families of hardware and software platforms: most embedded devices execute 
code that is custom-built for the properties of that device, but mobile devices may 
have to support applications that were written for all of the varied devices support-
ing the operating system, and also for different versions of the operating system.

User interfaces: they must be usable. The design of a user interface must consider 
the device’s constraint like display size, battery life and processor capacity, and it 
must take advantage of the device’s capabilities.

Power consumption: many aspects of applications affect the use of the device’s 
power and thus the battery life of the device. Mobile applications may make exten-
sive use of battery.

2.3 Plasticity of user interfaces

Techniques for reconfiguring the components of an application must be used. In 
addition to these concepts, it should be considered that a user interface in a mobile 
environment would be affected by changes in the environment, so the term plastic-
ity turns out to be relevant. The plasticity of user interfaces is their ability to adapt 
to the context of use and to preserve their usability [21, 22]. This concept is useful 
to handle the adaptation of the elements in a DUI. Due to the mobility and ubiquity 
inherent in this type of systems, the changes of context are natural in this type of 
systems [23].
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The context deals with the evolution, the structuring and the exchange of 
information spaces [24], which are designed to fulfill a particular purpose. In plastic 
user interfaces, the purpose is to support the process of adapting the user interface 
to preserve usability, i.e., plasticity techniques must handle the context of use. 
A change of context could be defined as the modification of any element of the 
contextual information space.

Vanderdonckt et al. [23] define seven dimensions to manage plasticity: adapta-
tion means, UI component granularity, state recovery granularity, UI deployment, 
context of use, technological space coverage, and plastic meta-UI.

2.4 Mobile DUI

In the literature there are several models to design a DUI and give quality. We can 
notice that these models complement each other. Vanderdonckt’s transversal model 
uses three dimensions, Penalver’s, Melchoir’s and Gallud’s model uses four dimen-
sions, and Vanderdonckt’s plastic model considers seven dimensions. The work that 
has been done with DUIs and their formalization establish that the elements of a UI 
can be distributed, and the relationship that exists between them. Those works on 
plasticity of user interfaces establish how adaptability can be made, focusing on the 
conditions of context.

To handle the context for a mobile DUI, it must be considered that the informa-
tion spaces are the elements of the UI (elements, sub UI, etc.), and the character-
istics of the devices where the DUI will be displayed. The plasticity of the UI must 
handle the context of use. A change of context is the set of devices where elements 
of the user interface can be displayed, and in this way it is observed that elements of 
the information space are modified.

In general, it is possible to distinguish two methods for DUI design. One of these 
is presented by [12] and the other is presented by [14–17]. In [12] the way to distrib-
ute the GUI elements between users, platforms and environments is emphasized. In 
[14–16] the design is considered through a conceptual model based on portability, 
decomposition, simultaneity, and continuity of the DUI. The formalization of the 
DUI helps to know what elements are going to be distributed. Plasticity helps to 
establish when to make the distribution of elements and also raises the problem of 
how to do it.

We can say that a mobile DUI is a set of DUIs that mainly uses mobile devices 
sensitive to context, which can be supported by ubiquitous computing. The use 
of mobile devices allows the use of the different interaction modalities that they 
include. However, DUIs must consider handling the restrictions of mobile devices, 
mainly the size associated with the user interface, the high dependence on network 
connectivity and battery management.

There are several mobile platforms such as Android, iOS or Windows Mobile, 
among others, that provide tools and frameworks for developing applications. 
Furthermore, kits and frameworks have been developed to create mobile applica-
tions that allow us to share displays among mobile devices of the same family, i.e., 
their frameworks allow us to build some DUIs. Every platform uses a different 
strategy because the development paradigm is different for each platform. Another 
option is to develop rich clients that run on a Web browser.

However, despite the advantages offered by mobile application development 
platforms, it is necessary to use middleware and frameworks that help to efficiently 
manage DUIs. Another problem remains the design of the UIs that will be distrib-
uted to each platform involved in the DUI.

Work has been done to have models for the design, development and deployment 
of DUIs in execution time [8, 14, 25–28]. These works consider software engineering 
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techniques as well as aspects of implemention. These last considerations can be 
reinforced with the works on plasticity that have been developed [29, 30].

3. Examples

With the elements described in the model of Section 4, we present three exam-
ples where the design of the DUI is available in three combinations of computing 
devices: Tablet-Smart TV, smartphone-smartwhatch, and Tablet-Tablet.

3.1 Tablet-SmartTV

In this example, an application is presented to perform three neuropsychology 
tests of Luria: Poppelreuter I, Poppelreuter II and Raven [7]. This application is 
called LuTest, whose architecture allows the user to manage a DUI whose platforms 
are an iPad tablet and an Apple TV, as shown in Figure 2. The main task of this 
application is to apply to a user the neuropsychological tests of Poppelreuter I, II 
and Raven. This example presents two ways to show the elements of the output: 
one is to duplicate the UI and the other to divide the UI. The final users of these 
applications are older adults, so the design of the UI is aimed at this population. 
Applications can only run on the Tablet or they can use the Tablet-Smart-TV combi-
nation in order to increase the work area.

DUIs have a static adaptability. The user determines the tablet orientation and 
the mode of work: alone or with a Smart TV before starting the test. The designs of 
the UI, in all cases of adaptability, are oriented to work with older adults. Because 
a dynamic adaptability could generate confusion in final users, we decide make a 
static adaptability.

3.1.1 DUI properties for Poppelreuter I and II

In Poppelreuter I test, the user must indicate the figures presented to them with 
visual noise. Poppelreuter 1 test begins by showing the user the contour image of an 
object, later more images containing the original object will be shown, but now the 
outline is combined with lines that may confuse the patient. The user must indicate 
the outline of the original object, ignoring the additional lines. The test consists 
in displaying different images, with different objects and different types of visual 
noise, as shown in Figure 2. For Poppelreuter II test, the visual noise is generated by 
overlapping the contours of several forms, Figures 2 and 3. The user must indicate 
the contour for each of them.

Portability: In Poppelreuter I and II there is partial portability. In the tablet the UI 
is maintained and in the Smart TV the output elements are deployed. These elements 
display the contours of the figures. In addition, the user can notice the progress of the 
test and the type of color they have selected to identify each figure separately.

Figure 2. 
Architecture for LuTEST. This application makes a DUI using a Tablet iPad and an Apple TV.
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Fragmentation: The initial UI is divided into two UIs. The UI 1 contains the 
elements that the contour figures display and allows interaction through the touch 
screen. The UI2 contains the elements such as buttons and color palettes that the 
user can choose to perform the test.

Simultaneity: When the user works with the input elements found in the UIs of 
the Tablet, the status changes are reflected on the Smart TV in real time.

Continuity: This property is not essential in this example, because the UI enters 
an initial state when distributing the user interface. Due to the requirements of the 
application, the elements of the user interfaces do not move during the application 
of the neuropsychological tests.

3.1.2 DUI properties for Raven test

The Raven test is used to evaluate visual and cognitive abilities. It works as follows: 
the patient observes a certain visual structure, which is incomplete. The patient can 
choose between six or eight possible options, but only one is correct. In some cases, the 
patient is asked to differentiate their answers from the others, and for that the patient 
must grasp the principle under which each option was constructed. The complete 
Raven test is composed of three series, each with 12 different test matrices whose 
difficulty progresses step by step. The advantage of using Raven to assess cognitive 
abilities is that a grammatical knowledge or a complex mathematical ability is not 
required (Figure 4).

Portability: The UI is partially transferred from the Tablet to the Smart TV. The 
input elements are maintained in the Tablet and the output element is sent to the 
Smart TV.

Fragmentation: The UI is fragmente in two sub UI. The UI1 has all input ele-
ments. The UI2 has the output element.

Simultaneity: When the user works with the input elements found in the UIs of 
the Tablet, the status changes are reflected on the Smart TV in real time.

Continuity: This property is not essential in this example, because the UI enters 
an initial state when distributing the user interface. Due to the requirements of the 
application, the elements of the user interfaces do not move during the application 
of the neuropsychological tests.

3.2 Smartphone-smartwatch

In this example, a DUI is presented, which allows the communication of 
smartwatch and smartphone type mobile devices. The objective of this DUI is to 
show the best walking route that a tourist should follow in the Historic Center of 

Figure 3. 
(a) DUI design for Popperreuter 1 test using a tablet in landscape or portrait orientation with a Smart TV and 
(b) DUI design for Popperreuter II test using a tablet in landscape or portrait orientation with a Smart TV.
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Mexico City to reach a point of interest around it, in a radius no greater than 5 km. 
The user can execute the application on the smartphone, on the smartwatch or in 
both devices using a DUI.

The user decides at any time to activate the DUI, from the smartphone or 
from the smartwatch. If the user activates the DUI from the smartphone and the 
smartwatch does not have the application active, then the application is activated 
and the smartphone sends the status of the application, which indicates that it is in 
some search of a site of interest or that it is displaying geographic information. In 
this case, the smartphone starts the application. If the user activates the DUI from 
the smatwatch and the application is not active on the smartphone, then the status 
of the application is activated and transferred, so that the smartphone knows the 
activity that it must present on the display.

Figure 5 shows the DUI for the search and guide application of sites of inter-
est. The DUI uses the deployment area of the smartphone and smartwatch. In the 
case of search by predetermined sites, a list is presented on both devices. To guide 
the user to the site of interest, the smartphone presents the route on a map and an 
arrow indicating where to go. To guide the user to a site of interest, the smartwatch 
presents an arrow indicating the orientation.

Portability: Depending on the state of the application the UI is duplicated in 
both devices (for example, search for interest sites) or part of the UI is displayed on 
the smartwatch and the UI complete is displayed on smartphone.

Fragmentation: Several screens of the application are duplicated in the smart-
phone and in the smartwatch, for these cases there is not fragmentation. When 
the application displays the map to indicate the route to the user to reach a site of 
interest, the UI is fragmented into two elements: one element E1 displays the map 
and the element E2 displays the date indicating the orientation of the site of inter-
est. The smartphone displays E1 and E2 and the smartwatch only displays E2.

Simultaneity: Both devices display in real time the changes made by the user.
Continuity: The user defines when starting using the DUI and when finishing. 

When the user decides to activate the DUI and the application in smartphone is 
synchronized with the application in the smartwatch.

Figure 4. 
DUI design for Raven test using the Tablet in landscape or portrait orientation with the Smart TV.
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3.3 Tablets-smartphones

This example uses a set of tablets or smartphones to increase the working area. 
The DUI is increased dynamically when the application detects another device with 
the application. The application is a mental maps editor. The application detects 

Figure 5. 
DUI design for an application using smartphone and smartwatch.

Figure 6. 
DUI design for application using smartphones and tablets.
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a gesture to add or remove a device from the application, and therefore adjust the 
DUI dynamically (Figure 6).

Portability: The UI has one element. This element is a canvas to draw and 
mental map. When a device is incorporated to the DUI, the element is duplicated in 
another device.

Fragmentation: Every display in the DUI display a part of general working area. 
Each device displays a part of the canvas. The canvas has a general work area called 
Bounds. And every device display a subarea called Frame. The Bounds is increases 
as devices are added.

Simultaneity: All devices must handle the changes in the Bounds. In addition 
to adding elements to the editor, this change of state of the canvas is sent to all the 
devices in the array. All devices must handle the changes in the Bounds. In addi-
tion to adding elements to the editor, this change of state of the canvas is sent to 
all the devices in the array. Thus, adding, removing or modifying canvas elements 
generates a message sending to the devices to update the state of the objects that are 
drawn on the canvas.

Continuity: When devices are added to the array, the canvas state is transferred 
to the new device and display one part of canvas.

4. Conclusions

The trends in DUIs its about the real time system for make the distributions; 
have software engineering methodologies for the design and implementation of 
DUIs; have consistent development frameworks and effectively incorporate the 
context management of applications and users. In this chapter the concept of 
mobile distributed user interface was made. This concept is based on models of 
distributed users interfaces, plasticity of user interfaces and mobile applications 
concepts. The concepts for DUIs help to indicate about elements and sub UIs that 
can be distributed and define the platforms host. The plasticity of user interface 
indicates when the applications must fragment de UI, depending on the context 
state. Now, the main issue in mobile distributed user interface is to decide how 
to adapt efficiently the sub user interfaces on its platform target. In this work we 
present some examples of mobile DUIs. We notice that the adaptability of sub user 
interfaces depends on the user interaction requirements with the application, that 
include the user group, the device target, and the elements of sub user interfaces, 
among others, as suggested in [28]. The way to distribute sub user interfaces 
depends on the application and the devices considers in their use. In some cases it is 
necessary duplicate elements to others devices but only for output, remaining the 
input in the original devices, such as the case Tablet-Smart TV, where the Tablet 
remains the user input, but the output is reply in both devices. In other cases, de 
GUI is decomposed and then, the input elements remain on the Tablet and the 
outputs elements are sent to Smart TV. In these cases the input interaction is always 
on the tablet. For the case of the tourist guide using a smart phone and smart watch, 
consider several scenarios depending on the user cases.
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